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An electrifying letter to family, country, and self, Unearth [The Flowers] is an
essential collection, relentless in its journey through stages of grief and healing while celebrating life. Each poem is an anthem for resiliency, a testament
to survival, a triumph over the stigmatized terror that pervades the everyday.
This book details a mind, body, and flower at the intersection of the personal
and the political.

ADVANCE PRAISE
“Unearth [The Flowers] is a blooming battle cry, a feat of alchemy in which the personal and political merge in a brutal empathy. Rage and sorrow and the liberation
of healing unfurl in a landscape of flowers—this is true literary witchcraft.”
— MICHELLE TEA, author of Against Memoir

“Unearth [The Flowers] sees the pastoral tradition of poetry through a contemporary
feminist lens that shows Thea Matthews as a writer of urgency and authentic concern. Or as Matthews herself says, ‘where there is land / there is blood.’ This is a book
of catalogue, of taxonomy, of the need to name the earth and stand on it whole.”

— JERICHO BROWN, author of The Tradition
“Thea Matthews is a poetic herbalist, using flowers to create healing. This work
is egalitarian, touching on blooms of all sorts: indigenous, imported, bolted, and
cultivated. You will feel these poems in the root of your jaw, in your foot arches.
Matthews is an experienced poet with a deft hand and an honest heart. These
words languidly stretch, snap like a lock blade, they drape and twine and reach.
Read this work and be changed.”

BOOK DETAILS
Pub Date: June 20, 2020
Pre-Orders Available: March 20, 2020
Available through Amazon, Ingram,
Barnes & Noble, and elsewhere
$16.00 • Trade paperback
ISBN: 978-0-9998895-1-0
102 pages • 6" x 9"
ABOUT THEA MATTHEWS
Born and raised in San Francisco,
California, Thea Matthews is a queer
Black Indigenous Mexican poet.
Her poems have appeared in Atlanta Review, The Acentos Review, The
Rumpus, and others. She is a contributing author in anthologies Still
Here San Francisco (Foglifter Press,
2019) and Love WITH Accountability:
Digging Up the Roots of Child Sexual
Abuse (AK Press, 2019).

— KIM SHUCK, San Francisco Poet Laureate
“Unearth [The Flowers] is a refusal of silence and a testament to survival, speaking
back to the damages with a gorgeous bouquet of poems. Thea Matthews conjures
poetic magic for healing and bearing witness with vibrant, lyrically rich poems.”
— TIANA CLARK, author of I Can’t Talk About the Trees Without the Blood

www.theamatthews.com
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ADVANCE PRAISE cont’d
“Thea Matthews’s Unearth [The Flowers] is an exquisite debut poetry collection.
Ultimately, it is universal in its breadth, rich in imagery, heartbreaking in its scope,
and affirming in its ability to center resiliency of the human spirit.”
— JP HOWARD, author of SAY/MIRROR
“Thea Matthews is the voice and protector of our generation. Brave poems like a
universe that has decided to go forward with a third testament. Thea Matthews is
our sacred underground; the only host of our ascension.”
— TONGO EISEN-MARTIN, author of Heaven Is All Goodbyes

ABOUT RED LIGHT LIT PRESS
Red Light Lit is devoted to writers, artists, and musicians who explore love, relationships, sexuality, identity, and gender. Since our founding in 2013, we have published
10 literary journals and produced over 100 live shows (including in Austin, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Portland, San Francisco, and Seattle). In 2019, Red Light Lit published
the poetry anthology Love Is the Drug & Other Dark Poems; and in 2020, it published
Unearth [The Flowers] by Thea Matthews, its first single-author poetry collection.

DISTINCTIONS

• The Rumpus Poetry Book Club
selection for June 2020
BOOK TOUR INCLUDES

Portland, OR
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April 25, 2020 • 6:30 p.m.
San Francisco, CA
Milk Bar
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